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1. BACKGROUND {#dth13434-sec-0002}
=============

A new coronavirus infection started in China in December 2019 and it quickly spread to other countries in and outside Asia. In January 2020 the world health organization termed this new virus SARS‐CoV‐2 as it is very similar to the one that caused the SARS outbreak (SARS‐CoVs).[^1^](#dth13434-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The ongoing SARS‐CoV‐2 or COVID 19 pandemic is a great concern for public health and Italy is one of the countries that has the largest outbreak outside mainland China with increasing number of infected people and deaths.[^2^](#dth13434-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}

Psoriasis is an immune mediated disease that affects almost 3% of population. It is treated targeting effector cytokines identified as crucial in the pathogenesis of this disease: TNF alpha, IL‐12‐23, IL‐17 and IL‐23.

The usual approach to this disease is to suggest continuous treatment for patients since alteration of therapeutic schedule could enhance the risk of immunogenicity and thus treatment failure.[^3^](#dth13434-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

Recently some concern over the possibility that cytokine directed immunosuppressive treatment may be a risk factor for SARS‐CoV‐2 infection in psoriasis patients has been expressed.[^4^](#dth13434-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} The pandemic scenario changes very rapidly with new data on the clinical and serological characteristics of affected cases being reported every day. We think that is time to review more thoroughly the available data in the literature, in order to give a clearer advice to dermatologist. We screened PubMed database with the keywords HCoV, NCoV, coronavirus, SARS‐CoV, MERS‐CoV, 2019‐nCoV, SARS, MERS, pathogenesis, COVID‐19, Immunosuppression, psoriasis, till March 20, 2020. We analyzed the results in order to record the most relevant evidences on similar pathogenetical mechanism of severe disease and risk factors for SARS, MERS and SARS‐CoV‐2, moreover we searched for evidences that immunosuppressive condition may predispose to more severe illnesses in SARS‐CoV‐2 infected patients.

2. RESULTS {#dth13434-sec-0003}
==========

2.1. Lesson from the past {#dth13434-sec-0004}
-------------------------

Members of Coronaviruses have caused two major outbreaks in the recent past. SARS‐CoV caused an epidemic in 2002 to 2003 during which almost 8 400 individuals have become infected with an overall mortality rate of almost 10%.[^2^](#dth13434-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} In 2012 a similar coronavirus (MERS‐CoV) caused an epidemic predominantly in the Middle East area. From 2012 to 2018 it infected about 2200 people with a death rate of 36%.[^5^](#dth13434-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

Concerning the pathogenesis of SARS and MERS it seems that a Th1 activation associated with the production of high levels of proinflammatory cytokines may play a pivotal role in the disease. Cytokines such as IL‐1, IL‐6 and IL‐12, and chemokines such as IL‐8, CCL2 and CXCL10 were elevated in SARS patients[^6^](#dth13434-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and diminished in patients that recovered, accompanied by a robust anti‐virus antibody response.[^7^](#dth13434-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}

In MERS a worst outcome was associated with high levels of IL‐10 and CXCL10 and with high levels of IL‐17 and IL‐23[^8^](#dth13434-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}. Moreover proinflammatory cytokines genes such as IL‐1, IL‐6, TNF, and chemokines such as CXCL1 and CCL20, were found to be overexpressed in SARS CoV infection by microarray datasets analysis.[^9^](#dth13434-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

The importance of the role of massive release of proinflammatory cytokines (cytokine storm) is underlined by the fact that there is a significant difference in the concentration of serum of IFN‐γ, IL‐1, IL‐6, IL‐12, and TGFβ and of chemokines such as CCL2, CXCL10, CXCL9, and IL‐8 between severe disease SARS patients compared to uncomplicated SARS patients.[^8^](#dth13434-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

Lethality in SARS was directly correlated with the serum concentration of IFN α and γ and with up regulation of IFN‐stimulated genes such as CXCL10 and CCL2. Furthermore, patients with severe disease had low levels of anti‐inflammatory cytokine IL‐10.[^10^](#dth13434-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

Both in SARS and MERS it seems that the severity of the disease depends from viral load in the airways, age and comorbid condition. No comment has been ever made, in literature, on concomitant immunosuppression in these patients.[11](#dth13434-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#dth13434-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}

Being older with comorbid conditions such as hypertension, diabetes, obesity, heart and renal failure were associated with more severe cases.[11](#dth13434-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#dth13434-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}

Several treatments have been proposed for SARS and MERS else than clinical support: antiviral, anti‐malaria drugs, interferons, immunoglobulins, and vaccines.

Given the potential role of proinflammatory cytokines in the pathogenesis of SARS and MERS severe disease, also ant inflammatory drugs have been suggested as novel treatments in these diseases. Drug repurposing studies have identified immunosuppressive drug, cyclosporine, as potentially useful.[^13^](#dth13434-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Moreover given the role of TNF‐α in these diseases, this cytokine has been suggested as a putative target in respiratory viral disease in which a partial TNF‐α inhibition may benefit patients.[^10^](#dth13434-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

2.2. What do we know about SARS‐CoV‐2 (COVID19) {#dth13434-sec-0005}
-----------------------------------------------

Recent reports have shown that infection with SARS‐CoV2 induces the production of IL‐1 β, IFN‐γ, IP10, and MCP‐1. The concentration of these cytokines (IP10, MCP‐1) is directly related to the severity of the disease and with the probability of being admitted to the ICU.[^14^](#dth13434-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}. Since there are also reports that SARS‐CoV‐2 may induce also production of Th2 type cytokines further studies are needed to clarify the role of the cytokine storm into this disease. High levels of IL‐2, IL‐7, GM‐CSF, MIP1‐α, and TNF‐α have also been correlated with disease severity in SARS‐CoV‐2 infected patients.[^15^](#dth13434-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Among predictors of fatality in retrospective studies from China cases, high IL‐6 plasma levels was suggested, implying that mortality might be due to virally driven hyperinflammation.[^16^](#dth13434-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Thus, it could be suggested that a cytokine storm is responsible for massive tissue destruction and correlates with disease severity also in SARS‐CoV2 disease.[^15^](#dth13434-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}

This aspect has been also suggested for pediatric patients.[^17^](#dth13434-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Even in this age group, critically ill patients showed high levels of IL‐6, IL‐10, and IFN α.

Anedoctical case series and trials with promising results have been reported with drugs with immunomodulating activities: hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin[^18^](#dth13434-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} as well as cytokine targeting drugs such as tocilizumab[^19^](#dth13434-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} and Jak‐kinase inhibitors^20^. However currently, effective infection control intervention is the only way to prevent the spread of SARS‐CoV‐2.[^20^](#dth13434-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

What about patients with inflammatory conditions? How should we treat them during COVID‐19 pandemic? There is controversy on this argument: question is to carefully balance the higher risk of infection in patients on immunomodulating therapy with the potential beneficial effect of reducing immunity.[14](#dth13434-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#dth13434-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}

2.3. What can we learn from patients characteristic {#dth13434-sec-0006}
---------------------------------------------------

As already reported for SARS and MERS, also patients with SARS‐CoV‐2 infection may present with some characteristics that can predict severity of disease. Literature is very consistent in reporting that elderly male patients, with comorbidities were more prone to develop more severe disease. The most frequent comorbidities present in 30% to 80% of critically ill patients are: diabetes, cardiovascular disease, pulmonary disease (COPD), hypertension and malignancy.[14](#dth13434-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#dth13434-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#dth13434-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} A very large study of 72 314 patients from China confirmed that the majority of cases and the higher mortality (14,8%) were among elderly people. The same study showed that the fatality rate among those without comorbidities was 0,9% while in those with cardiovascular disease it was 10,5%, and 7,3% in those with diabetes, 6,3% in those with chronic respiratory diseases, 6% for those with hypertension, and 5,6% for those with cancer.[^24^](#dth13434-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}

Some author wisely acknowledge that patient characteristics may change in different population affected, however an early analysis of the difference between Italian and Chinese cases concluded that the most at risk patients for severe disease were very similar.[^25^](#dth13434-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} More recent Italian data confirm that 84% of deceased patients were 70 years of older and that more than 50% had three or more comorbidities the most frequent of which were: hypertension, ischemic heart disease and diabetes.[^26^](#dth13434-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}

The only relevant publication reporting immunosuppression and potentially lethal SARS CoV‐2 illness was the one regarding the very limited Washington state outbreak in which other comorbidities associated with the 21 patients admitted to ICU were: history of organ transplant (9,5%), immunosuppression (14,3%), and rheumatologic disease (4,8%).[^27^](#dth13434-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

Case reports and large patients series, however, mitigate the fear about the potential high risk for immunosuppressed patients. At the best of our knowledge two papers address the issue.[28](#dth13434-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#dth13434-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} The first is a large case series coming from a city in the epicenter of the outbreak in Italy. It describes the cases recorded in a very big pediatric liver transplant population. Only three patients tested positive and no patient among over 200 liver transplanted, 100 with autoimmune liver disease and 300 under chemotherapy for liver cancer developed serious illness due to COVID‐19.[^28^](#dth13434-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}

The second is a case report from Wuhan, reportedly one of the cities with the largest number of kidney transplant in China, it describes the case of an adult kidney transplant patient with COVID‐19 pneumonia. This patient recovered after immunosuppressive treatment reduction and introduction of intravenous immunoglobulins and low dose steroids. Noteworthy is the evidence that also this patient had high plasma levels of IL‐2, IL‐6, and TNF‐α and that his disease course was similar to nonimmunosuppressed patients.[^29^](#dth13434-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}

3. CONCLUSION {#dth13434-sec-0007}
=============

3.1. Should we fear for our psoriasis patients treated with biologicals? {#dth13434-sec-0008}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

During this pandemic we have to base the decision on whether continue or withhold psoriasis treatment on scientific evidences. We must be very careful and act with caution since, as we presented, we only have indirect evidences.

In times in which the COVID‐19 fear could lead to over psychological distress, people with disease such as psoriasis, may worsen, since they are already striving with a chronic psychologically distressing disease.[^30^](#dth13434-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}

Stopping immunosuppressive or immunomodulating treatment in psoriasis could lead to reduced response at retreatment due to several reasons, the most important of which is immunogenicity.[^3^](#dth13434-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

We can speculate on three strong evidences that were discussed above:The evidence that no reports have being published so far on immunosuppression being a risk or worsening condition for COVID‐19 disease.The evidence that the severity of the disease, as happened for other coronaviruses outbreaks, is linked to a "cytokine storm "that has to be controlled in order to reach recovery. Moreover cytokines targeted by psoriasis treatment (such as TNF‐α, IL‐17, IL‐23) are not among the most relevant in COVID related inflammation.The evidence that the most important risk factors leading to more severe illness for COVID‐19 SARS are comorbidities that we can find also in our psoriatic patients,[^31^](#dth13434-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} the more obvious consequence of this evidence is that that we have to stress virus containment measure to these fragile patients.

In conclusion we think that with all due caution, the treatment of psoriatic patients with biologicals should not be discontinued during the time of this pandemic. Caution has to be focused on elderly patients with coexisting morbidities such as hypertension, diabetes and obesity that enhance their chance of developing, if ever infected, a more severe disease. In this specific group of patients the decision to suspend the treatment should be made when patients develop flu like or COVID‐19 specific (anosmia, asthenia) symptoms and if are exposed to high risk contact with infected people.
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